1. Libraries are important to me and my classmates because libraries give books you books to borrow and from those books you can learn things from categories like: history, weather (which is my favorite), animals, solids, gasses and liquids. There are lots more categories to learn from too. I also learn a lot from all the programs that the library the Lego one is my favorite.

2. Libraries are impact me personally by helping me learn about stuff outside of school through books in the different categories. Whenever I need help finding a book the librarians help me find it. Since the library is so quiet along with getting books I can do my homework at the library too! Also when I am sad reading a good fiction book puts a smile on my face again.

3. Libraries are important for the future of North Carolina because kids need to learn how to read and there are easy books for that. Even kindergarteners need to learn read fluently for school and even the kids that don’t go to school yet need to learn too.

Hooray for Reading!